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POINTS OF SUPPORT FOR CLOSED CONVEX SETS

BY

A. J. LAZAR

A point x0 of a closed convex subset K of a real Banach space X is called a
point of support for K if there is a functional x* X* such that x*(xo)

_
x*(x)

for every x K and x*(xo) < x*(x’) for some x’ K. S. Rolewicz proved in [4]
that every separable K contains a point which is not a point of support for K
and asked if every non-separable Banach space must contain a closed convex
subset consisting only of points of support. He further asked what is the situa-
tion for L[0, 1]. We shall give below a partial answer to the first question and
show that L[0, 1] does indeed contain a subset with the required property.

All the Branch spaces considered are over the real field. The notation and
the terminology are those of [1].

THEOREM 1. A Banach space X whose dual is not weak* separable contains a
closed convex subset consisting only of support points.

Proof For each countable ordinal we shall construct, by transfinite
induction, elements x, X and functionals x* X* so that x*(x,)= 1 and
x*(x) 0 if fl :/: . Choose xl X and x]’ X* such that x$(x 1) 1. Suppose
that is a countable ordinal and for each ordinal fl < we have chosen x X,
x’ X* which satisfy x’(x) 1 and x’(x) 0 if 1 < < fl or fl < < . Let

X, {x X: x(x)= 0 for every fl < }.

We claim that X, is a closed non-separable linear subspace of X. Indeed, if
X-X were separable, there would be a sequence {y, },= which is total over, would be weak* dense in X*X,. But then the linear span of{x}o<, w {Y,},=I

contrary to the hypothesis. Thus X, is non-separable and we can choose
x, X, which is not in the closed linear span of {xa: fl < }. By the separation
theorem there is x* X* such that x*(x) 1 and x*(xo) 0 for fl < . Hence
the existence of the families {x,} = X, {x*} = X* with the desired properties is
proved.
Now, let

K =conv {x,: a countable ordinal}.

Clearly K conv {x: fl < } and for each x conv {x:/3 < } we can find
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a countable ordinal y > . But then

x*(x) 0 x*(x)= 1 and x*(y)> 0 for each y K.

Thus every point of K is a point of support for it.
A Banach space is called weakly compactly generated (WCG) if it is the

closed linear span of a weakly compact subset [3].

COROLLARY. Every non-separable WCG Banach space contains a closed
convex subset whose every point is a point of support.

Proof By [3, Proposition 2.2.], if X is a non-separable WCG then X* is not
weak* separable and the previous result can be applied.

We are going to discuss now the above problem for the spaces of continuous
functions and the spaces of integrable functions.

THEOREM 2. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space satisfying one ofthefollow-
ing conditions:

(i) S contains a non-Go closed subset;
(ii) S is non-separable.

Then C(S) contains a closed convex set consisting only of support points.

Proof (i) Let f be the first uncountable ordinal. For each ordinal < f we
shall produce a point s, S and a functionf C(S) such thatf >_ O,f,(s,) 1
and f(sa) 0 for each fl with a < fl < f. Let F c S be a non-G0 closed subset.
Choose s S\F and f C(S) so that fx > 0, fx(sx)= 1 and fx If 0. Let
1 < 0 < f and suppose that for each fl with 1 < fl < 0 points s tj S and func-
tions f C(S) have been chosen so that, if

F {s S: fa(s) 0},
we havefa _> 0,fa(sa)= 1, Fa Fandsa (,_<<aFforfl > 1. Then a<Fo
is a closed Go containing F. Hence (<Fa)\F # 0. Choose

s ((<F#)\F and f C(S)

satisfyingf _> O,f(s) 1,f Iv 0. This establishes the claim made in the first
sentence of the proof. Let

K =conv {f: 1 < < f}.
Again, since K 2_<< cony {fa: 1 < fl < ct}, it is easily seen that each point
of K is a point of support. The support functionals are this time the Dirac
measures corresponding to the points s,.

(ii) By the first part of the proof we may suppose that each closed subset of
S is a Go. We claim that for each < f there are s, t S andf C(S) such
that 0 _<f _< 1, f(s) <f(t), f,(s)=f,(t) for fl < t and f,(s)=f,(t)= 0 if
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< fl < f. Let s, t be any two distinct points of S and choosefa C(S) which
satisfies

0 _<f, _< 1, f, (s, < f, (t, ).
Suppose that a > 1 is a countable ordinal and for each ordinal fl < a points s,
t S and functionsf C(S) have been distinguished subject to the following
conditions: 0 _<f _< 1, f(s)<f(t), L(s)-L(t) if V < fl and f(s)=
f(t) 0 if fl < ), < a. Let S J {s, t). We claim that there are s,
t S\S such that s : t but f(s)=f(t) for every fl < a. Assume, to the
contrary, that the map of S\S into [0, 1] given by s (f(s)) is one-to-one
(if is a finite ordinal then No should be changed with a suitable finite cardinal).
Since S\S is open, it is a countable union of compact subsets. On each of these
the above map is a homeomorphism hence S\S is separable, a contradiction.
Thus, there are s, t as needed. Choose now f C(S) such that 0 _<f _< 1,
f(s) < f(t), f S =- O. The transfinite induction argument is now complete.

Let K cony {f: 1 _< a < fl} )u cony {f: 1 _< fl < a} and suppose
f conY {f: 1 _< fl < a}. The functional b e C(S)* defined by b()= (t)-
g(s), 9 C(S) satisfies b(f) 0, 6(f) > 0 and b(h) _> 0 for each h K. This
shows that f is a point of support for K.
The maximal ideal space of L[0, 1] has no G points by [5, Corollary 4.13,

Corollary 4.10] therefore satisfies the condition (i) of Theorem 2. This solves
Rolewicz’s question for L[0, ]. Also, the maximal ideal space of has non-G
points [2, 9.6] thus too contains a closed convex subset consisting only of
support points.
The proof of the following lemma is immediate so we omit it.

LEMA. Let F be an uncountable set. Every point of
K {x /’(r): x() >_ o, r e r}

is a point of support for K in (F).

THEOREM 3. Let (S, E, It) be a measure space such that LX(S, E, l) is non-
separable. Then L(S, E, It) contains a closed convex subset consistin9 only of
support points.

Proof If # is a a-finite measure then L(S, E,/) is WCG [3, p. 240]. Other-
wise, it is easily seen that L(S, E, #) contains a subspace isometric to P(F) for
some uncountable set F and the previous lemma can be used.
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